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ABSTRACT: Potatoes from Galicia (northwestern Spain) are subjected to a Protected Geographic Indication (PGI) according
to European legislation. Ten trace elements (Li, Na, K, Rb, Ca, Fe, Mg, Mn, Cu, and Zn) have been determined by atomic
spectrometry in two sets of potato samples: Geo-Origin.set and Variety.set. The first data set is composed of samples of the only
variety authorized by PGI (Kennebec) with two geographical origins: Galician and non-Galician. The second set corresponds to
samples from different varieties but with only Galician geographical origin. Chemometric pattern recognition techniques have
been applied to the study of potato geographical and varietal origins in relation to their capability for translocating metals from
soil to tuber. Also, authentication models for classifying potato samples with Galician PGI based on metal fingerprints have been
developed. The results obtained showed that samples of the same variety, Kennebec, have different metal fingerprints when they
have been produced in different geographic locations. Also, diverse potato varieties cultivated on equal geographic Galician origin
presented different metal profiles as well. Therefore, it can be concluded that classification studies on the differentiation of
geographical origin of foods should take into account information of production area together with varietal data. Otherwise,
classification obtained on the basis of the geographical origin could be due to the different variety or vice versa. Finally, two
models were constructed for Kennebec Galician samples against Kennebec from other origins as well as against other varieties
cultivated in Galicia (Liseta and Baraka). Both models achieved adequate classification rates (93−100%), good sensitivities, and
total specificities (100%), allowing the fraud detection in the PGI label.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Authentication of geographical and varietal origins of commod-
ities and foods constitutes, in recent years, a very active area in
research.1 European Union (EU) regulations2 established the
Protected Denomination of Origin (PDO), Protected Geo-
graphical Indication (PGI), and Traditional Specialty Guaran-
teed (TSG) to encourage diverse agricultural production, to
protect product names frommisuse and imitation or falsification,
and to protect consumers. PDO identifies quality agricultural
products and foodstuffs that are produced, processed, and
packed in a specific geographical area following traditional
methods. PGI covers agricultural products and foodstuffs closely
linked to the geographical area, which means that at least one of
the stages of production, processing, or preparation must take
place in the geographical area of PGI. TSG is a label for
highlighting the traditional character of a food product (both in
compositions and in means of production). Therefore, these
labels help to ensure the quality and origin of food, facilitate the
preservation of the product’s image, contribute to guaranteeing
its quality (avoiding adulterations and falsifications), aid in
preventing economic injuries for producers, and protect the
consumers from overpayment. Recently, the EU has promul-
gated the regulation on quality schemes for agricultural products
and foodstuffs,3 in which PDO and PGI must assist producers of
products linked to a geographical area by (a) securing fair returns
for the quality of their products, (b) ensuring uniform protection
of the names as an intellectual property right in the territory of
the Union, and (c) providing clear information on the value-
adding attributes of the product to consumers.

Galicia is an autonomous region located in northwestern Spain
that is well-known for its quality food productions (including
wine, alcoholic distillates, honey, meet, cheese, and potatoes),
which have a fundamental importance in the economy of the
territory. Potato cultivation is essential for the agricultural activity
in Galicia because it achieves a total cultivated area of 20,000 ha,
with an annual production around 400,000 tonnes, according to
the regional government’s data.4 Therefore, following the
European legislation, the EU recognized this product with a
PGI “Pataca de Galicia”5 and, consequently, the political
authorities and the PGI certification council established the
criteria that must be met in terms of quality, geographical origin,
process, and label.6 Potatoes must be of the sole variety
authorized (Kennebec); furthermore, the product must be
cultivated only in controlled Galician geographical areas
following the traditional practices described in the normative
of PGI, including fertilization, irrigation procedure, and harvest-
ing time. Finally, harvested potatoes are subjected to several
physicochemical analyses to check the compliance with the
required characteristics. PGI regulations also indicated the
packaging system and the storage conditions to ensure product
quality. The verification of compliance with the product
specifications indicated by a PGI corresponds to the public
authorities designated by the country and/or the product
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certification bodies. Therefore, modern systems based on
nonsubjective parameters to determine the authenticity of a
product are widely demanded by sectors involved in production,
processing, and packaging of the different foods as well as for
regulatory bodies and consumers. The most frequently
employed approach for such tasks is the determination of the
compositional profile of the product by means of appropriate
analytical techniques and the subsequent modelization of this
chemical information using statistical multivariate chemometric
procedures to develop classification systems to assign samples
according to their belonging or not to a particular class (i.e.,
PDO, PGI, ...).7 Using this strategy, successful authentication was
achieved for numerous food products such as wine,8,9 alcoholic
distillate and liquors,10,11 honey,12,13 coffee,14,15 oil,16,17

vinegar,18,19 meat,20 and others, to guarantee their quality,
genuineness, and geographical origin. Different chemical and
spectral fingerprints have been employed as information data
(vitamins, amino acids, aroma compounds, phenols, elements,
near-infrared spectra, magnetic nuclear resonance spectra,
among others), and also diverse mathematical methods have
been used to develop models (linear discriminant analysis, K-
nearest neighbors, soft independent modeling of class analogy,
partial least-squares discriminant analysis, and several types of
neural networks, among others). However, in many papers, the
metal profile of the samples was selected as the chemical
information employed. This can be explained because (i) the
metal composition of food products reflects the characteristics of
the soil and the environment in which the foodstuff has been
produced, (ii) mineral and trace element composition is stable
and not influenced by storage conditions, and (iii) the
determination of major and trace levels of metal contents in
food is important for both food safety and nutritional
information. In addition, it can be stated that the metal profile
of food could be in certain cases an adequate indicator of
environmental pollution. Therefore, in many cases, the mineral
composition of food has been considered an appropriate primary
fingerprint for developing authentication and classification
procedures. Recently, two excellent reviews on the use of trace
element composition and stable isotope ratio for the geo-
graphical origin determination of food with PDO or PGI in the
EU demonstrated the validity and usability of this line of
attack.21,22

In the particular case of potatoes, despite the fact that other
data such as isoelectrophoretic focusing patterns,23 volatile
compounds,24 and physicochemical composition25 have been
used for classification, metal and elemental compositions are the
dominant ones used as chemical information for authentication
purposes. From the year 1999, in which Anderson et al.26

developed a method to confirm the geographical authenticity of
Idaho-labeled potatoes based on a set of 18 metal and trace
elements using neural network classifiers, different authors have
published characterization and geographical or varietal classi-
fication studies on potatoes from diverse origins. Casañas Rivero
et al.27 studied potatoes cultivated in Canary Islands (Spain) on
the basis of the content of nine metals (Na, K, Rb, Ca, Mg, Fe,
Cu, Zn, andMn). Using factor analysis, an appropriate separation
of samples according to their location and irrigation procedure
was achieved; also, traditional varieties were well distinguished
from imported potatoes. Italian potatoes of the Fucino origin
were successfully discriminated from ones produced in the
region of Abruzzo and in other regions of Italy.28 The samples
were characterized by 10 mineral and trace elements (Mg, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Sr, Cd, and Ba), and the classification models

were made employing linear discriminant analysis. Adamo et al.29

developed a partial least-squares discriminant model to
authenticate potatoes from three different Italian regions
(Apulia, Campania, and Sicily), but in this case, in addition to
the elemental concentrations of Mn, Cu, Zn, Rb, Sr, and Ca,
other biological data of 11 secondary DNAmetabolites were also
considered. In relation to Galician potatoes, in previous
works,30,31 we demonstrated the possibility of identifying
potatoes from Galicia with Certified Brand of Origin and Quality
(CBOQ) on the basis of a set of 10 metal and trace elements
using diverse chemometric tools, comparing classical pattern
recognition techniques with new neural network approaches. As
indicated above, different studies are directed to the geographical
and varietal origins of the potatoes. However, in most cases, due
to the cultivar characteristics and also the sample availability,
potatoes of different varieties and from diverse geographical
origins were taken into account for this task. This fact makes it
difficult to appropriately judge the individual influences of both
factors, soil and variety. With the use of two sets of samples, the
objective of this work was double: (i) to evaluate the influence of
different soils in the capability of metal movement from the soil
to the potato for the Kennebec variety and (ii) to study the
capability of Kennebec compared to other varieties (such as
Liseta and Baraka) for metal movement from soil into tubers
when they are cultivated in similar soils. Additionally, assignation
pattern recognition models have been developed to detect fraud
in geographical or varietal origins of samples labeled under the
Galician PGI.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Potato Samples and Sample Preparation. Two different sets of

potato samples of the same harvest were considered; the first one (Geo-
Origin.set) was used for geographical origin modelization, whereas the
second (Variety.set) was employed for varietal study. Geo-Origin.set is
composed of 90 samples, 45 of these samples are from guaranteed
Galician origin, and the remaining 45 samples come from other Spanish
regions except Galicia. All of them belong to the Kennebec variety (the
only authorized by the PGI normative). Variety.set includes 75 samples;
45 samples are Kennebec variety, 15 samples correspond to Baraka
variety, and 15 samples are Liseta variety. All of these 75 samples were
cultivated in Galician locations. Because one of the most important
criteria to be considered in authentication studies is not having any
doubt about the origin and variety of the samples, the potato samples for
this study were obtained as follows. Galician origin samples were
provided by Certification Council of PGI “Pataca de Galicia” with
varietal and geographical origin guaranteed. Non-Galician samples from
other Spanish areas are Kennebec samples with undoubtful geographical
origin obtained from local producers and retailers.

The treatment of potato samples before analysis was the following.
Five tubers of each sample were rinsed with water and skinned. Cross
sections were obtained from the tubers, minced, and freeze-dried by
employing a Labconco Freeze-Dry system (Labconco, Kansas, MO,
USA). Two grams of the lyophilized potato sample was reduced to ash
(550 ± 25 °C) following the procedure described by AOAC.32 Working
solutions were prepared by dissolving the obtained ashes in 10 mL of 0.6
M HCl followed by dilution to 25 mL with ultrapure water obtained
from a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA,
USA).

Metal and Trace Element Determinations. After the sample
pretreatment described above, 10 metals and trace elements were
determined in triplicate for the analyzed potato samples, K, Na, Rb, Li,
Zn, Fe, Mn, Cu, Mg, and Ca, using a Varian (Palo Alto, CA, USA) flame
atomic absorption spectrometer model AA10-Plus. Na, K, Li, and Rb
were measured by flame atomic emission spectrometry (FAES),
whereas the remaining elements were determined in atomic absorption
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spectrometry (FAAS). Experimental conditions have been published
elsewhere.30−33

Statistical and Chemometric Procedures. The Geo-Origin.set is
a 90× 10matrix where the rows correspond to the 90 Kennebec samples
studied and the columns correspond to the content of the 10 metal and
trace elements determined (K, Na, Rb, Li, Zn, Fe, Mn, Cu, Mg, and Ca).
For differentiation purposes, Galician samples were coded as class 1, and
non-Galician ones were considered as class 2. The Variety.set is a 75 ×
10 matrix where the rows correspond to the 75 Galician samples
described and the columns are the content of the above-mentioned
metals. In this case, for differentiation purposes, Kennebec samples were
coded as class 1, whereas Baraka and Liseta potatoes were considered as
class 2.
Because for both data files Geo-Origin.set and Variety.set 10 metals

were determined, each potato sample is characterized by a 10-
dimensional vector. Therefore, each sample is defined by a point in a
multidimensional space of 10 dimensions. A primary evaluation of the
two data files was carried out by means of unsupervised chemometric
techniques: principal component analysis (PCA) and hierarchical
cluster analysis (HCA), with the aim of exploring the relationship
among samples and varieties in the 10-multidimendional space. PCA is a
dimension reduction and display chemometric technique that trans-
forms the original data matrixXn×m into a product of twomatrices, one of
which contains information about the variables (score matrix Sn×PC), and
the other about variables (loadings matrix LPC×n). If the number of
factors PC (principal components) selected is small compared to m
(number of original variables), PCA supplies a considerable reduction
and simplification of the original data matrix X. This chemometric
technique was employed to perform a study on the data structure in a
reduced dimension preserving the maximum variability contained in
data.34 HCA is a technique (commonly employed complementarily with
PCA) applied to the data to find for natural groups of samples a way to
discover the structure residing in them. In the present case, samples were
hierarchically clustered according to the Ward35 agglomerative
procedure on the basis of the distance among them measured as the
squared Euclidean distance. The result is a graphical presentation of the
sample clusters in the form of dendrogram, a tree diagram frequently
used to illustrate the arrangement of the clusters produced by cluster
analysis. To avoid the influence of the diverse size of variables, for both
PCA and HCA the original variables were autoscaled (subtracting the
mean of the variable and dividing it by the standard deviation),
producing new variables with zero mean and unity variance.
The supervised pattern recognition procedure applied for establish-

ing classification models for geographical origin and variety was soft
independent modeling of class analogy (SIMCA).36 SIMCA models a
class with a number of principal components selected by cross-
validation. Each class in the data set was then described by a model
constructed on the basis of a limited number of principal components
defining a class subspace in the multidimensional space. Unknown
samples will be assigned to a considered class if they are inside the model
of this class. The use of SIMCA presents two great advantages over other
pattern recognition procedures: first, each data class is modeled
separately from the rest of the classes, avoiding influence of the class “B”,
“C”, etc., in the definition of the model for class “A”; second, SIMCA
achieves outlier detection. This means that this technique can identify
samples not belonging to any of the established classes. Data
pretreatment applied prior to SIMCA was an autoscaling performed
separately for each class. Once the classification model has been
developed, it is important to extend the validation to further data, other
than those used for model construction. The ideal situation is when
there are enough samples available to create separate (independent)
training and test sets. When this is not possible because the number of
available samples is low (as is the case at hand), the strategy commonly
applied, named cross-validation, consists of dividing the available
samples between training and test sets. The first one is used to develop
the decision model, whereas the second is employed for validation of the
decision rule obtained. As the decision rule and the validation obtained
depend on the objects in each set, this process must be repeated many
times (with different constitutions of both sets) to guarantee that all
samples, at least once, belong to the test set. When only one sample at a

time is selected as training set, the validation strategy was named the
leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) method, and the procedure
must be repeated a number of times equal to the number of samples. In
the case at hand, a single sample was considered as the validation set and
the remaining observations comprised the training data. This arrange-
ment was repeated 89 and 74 times, respectively, in Geo-Origin.set and
Variety.set, so that each sample was used once to validate the model.37

The success in classification and the prediction for the classification
models developed using the SIMCA were evaluated according to their
sensitivity and specificity in addition to their classification abilities.
Sensitivity and specificity are adequate statistical measurements for the
performance of binary classification systems. Sensitivity of a model for
class “A” is the proportion of genuine A samples that the model
recognizes as belonging to this class. Specificity of a model for a class “A”
is the proportion of non-A samples that the model refuses as not
belonging to this model. It is clear that these two measures are related to
type I and type II errors, and they can be denoted in terms of true
positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative
(FN). Sensitivity is TP/(TP + FN), and specificity is calculated as TN/
(TN + FP). A model with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity for a
class is capable of accepting all genuine samples of this class and refusing
all foreign samples. The statistical packages employed in this work were
the following: PCA and HCA were performed with the use of
Statgraphics Centurion XVI (Statistical Graphics Corp., Rockville, MD,
USA), and SIMCAwas carried out using V-Parvus (University of Genoa,
Genoa, Italy).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Determination of Metal Elements Concentration. The

results obtained for the 10 analyzed elements in potato samples
according to the sample set Geo-Origin.set and Variety.set are
summarized in Table 1. As it can be seen, similar results were

obtained in both sets. The levels for all metals were in the range
reported by other authors in potato samples from diverse origins
such as the United States,26 Denmark,38 and Spain.27,30,31

Despite certain differences detected intragroups for both data
sets, construction of box−whisker plots for each individual
variable showed and overlapped between the ranges of
concentrations for samples with diverse geographical and varietal
origins. In addition, ANOVA tests carried out on the data showed
no significant differences in metal composition for both sets
(95% confidence level). Therefore, none of the variables, by
itself, is capable of performing discrimination between classes.
Consequently, the multivariate approach needs to be explored.

Study of Geographical Origin. The study of the geo-
graphical origin of samples was performed on the chemical
information contained in the Geo-Origin.set data file, comprising

Table 1. Results (Mean and Standard Deviation (SD)) for
Metal Elements Determined According to the Data Filea

Geo-Origin.set n = 90 Variety.set n = 75

mean SD mean SD

K 468 72 469 83
Na 7.30 2.17 8.14 1.99
Rb 0.21 0.12 0.20 0.14
Li 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.09
Zn 0.49 0.14 0.45 0.14
Fe 0.62 0.10 0.48 0.17
Mn 0.17 0.07 0.16 0.06
Cu 0.11 0.04 0.14 0.03
Mg 26.5 3.8 25.7 4.66
Ca 10.1 2.50 11.2 3.59

aAll results are in mg/100 g.
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samples of only the Kennebec variety cultivated in different
geographical areas. Primary examination of the data set was
performed by means of PCA that was carried out on the
autoscaled data. On the basis of the eigenvalues of the principal
components (PCs), the selection of the three first PCs provides a
cumulative explained variance of 63.24% (see Table 2). This

indicates that a graphical representation of the samples in the
space defined for these three PCs allows a visualization of the 10-
multidimensional structure preserving this percentage of total
information contained in the data. By examination of the
loadings of the PCs listed in Table 3, for principal component 1

(which represented 34.32% of total variance), it can be seen that
Rb and K are the dominant features in the positive part of the

axix, whereas Ca and Li are the most influent variables in the
negative part of PC 1. This factor can be associated with the soil
characteristics and agricultural fertilization practices. PC 2
(16.92% of total variance) is dominated by Fe and Cu in positive
and negative parts, respectively. Chemically, this second factor
could be interpreted in relation to anthropogenic influences. The
evaluation of the scores of the samples has been performed by
constructing a score plot in the PC space, accounting for 63.24%
of total data variance (Figure 1). As it can be seen, interesting
results have been achieved: a natural separation between Galician
and non-Galician potato samples was detected. This means that
both groups are located in separate regions of the 10-
multidimensional space of the variables. This result has been
also confirmed by HCA. The dendrogram obtained with this
technique using squared Euclidean distance as between-sample
similarity measure and clustering Ward method is shown in
Figure 2. In the dendrogram, from left to right, two clusters
named “A” and “B” are identified. The first cluster, A, is
composed of only non-Galician samples and the second cluster,
B, is formed from Galician origin potatoes (except one sample).
This fact constitutes new evidence of the natural separation
between samples from Galician and foreign origins. It
corroborates that the metal profile of potato samples contains
useful information, which is enough to differentiate between two
categories even when the same variety was considered.
Therefore, it is clear that the same variety is capable of
translocating different metal contents from the diverse soils in
which they have been cultivated to tubers.
Taking into account this result, the following step was the

development of a supervised pattern recognition classification
system to verify the Galician geographical origin of unknown
samples. For this task, SIMCA has been applied to the Geo-
Origin.set file, under the LOOCV validation conditions
explained under Statistical and Chemometric Procedures. Data
were separately autoscaled for both Galician and non-Galician
categories, and normal range SIMCA models based on three
principal components with a significant level for critical distance
equal to 5% were built for each class. The results obtained for
correct classification, sensitivity, and specificity are listed in Table
4. Recognition ability is the correct assignation rate in the
training set, whereas prediction ability is the correct classification
in the validation set obtained by LOOCV procedure. As it can be
seen in Table 4, the result for Galician class is highly satisfactory
at 97.8 and 93.3%, respectively. The non-Galician model

Table 2. Eigenvalues and Variance Explained for the First
Three Principal Components in Data Files Geo-Origin.set
and Variety.set

data set PC eigenvalue
variance

explained (%)
cumulative variance

explained (%)

Geo-
Origin.set

1 3.432 34.32 34.32

n = 90 2 1.692 16.92 51.24
3 1.199 11.99 63.24

Variety.set 1 5.255 52.55 52.55
n = 75 2 1.405 14.06 66.61

3 0.989 9.89 76.50

Table 3. Loadings of the Variables in the First PCs, Geo-
Origin.set Data File

variable PC 1 PC 2 PC 3

K 0.404 0.193 −0.040
Na 0.197 −0.382 −0.380
Rb 0.447 −0.127 0.093
Li −0.104 0.107 0.551
Zn 0.380 0.273 −0.190
Fe 0.142 0.549 0.045
Mn 0.354 −0.320 0.232
Cu 0.335 −0.412 0.036
Mg 0.329 0.368 −0.267
Ca −0.272 −0.049 −0.612

Figure 1. Score plot of the potato samples from Geo-Origin.set in the space of the three first principal components (63.24% variance explained).
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achieved a total classification success with 100% of right
assignations. The correct concordance between two recognition
and prediction abilities means that the classification model
developed is stable and can be generalized. However, despite the
good results, the evaluation of the Galician and non-Galician

models developed to authenticate samples from this geographical
origin must be performed in terms of their sensitivities and
specificities. The Galician model attained a sensitivity of 91.1%
(the model accepted as Galician 41/45 genuine samples) and a
specificity of 100% (reject 45/45 foreign samples). Thus, the
Galician SIMCA model built was reasonably satisfactory to
authenticate Galician potatoes, but there is a risk of 8.9% of false
negatives rejecting a genuine Galician sample as false. However,
the model was demonstrated to be highly useful to discover
fraud, because it detects all foreign samples trying to be marketed
as genuine Galician ones.
These results can be properly visualized using a Coomans plot

(as presented in Figure 3), in which the distance of the sample to
the Galician model was plotted against the distance to the non-
Galician model. In the case at hand, the rectangle in the left side
of the plot represents the model for Galician samples because this
area shows low distance to this model and high distance to the
non-Galician model. Consequently, the rectangle at the bottom
of the plot defined the non-Galician model with low distance to
this model and high distance to the Galicianmodel. The square in
the left-bottom corner corresponds to the overlapping area
between two models. As it can be seen, the model for Galician
samples does not include any sample of non-Galician origin
(coded 2), confirming the 100% specificity previously indicated
that allows the complete rejection of foreign samples.
As a conclusion it can be affirmed that the same potato variety

produced different metal profiles in the tubers on the basis of the
different soils in which they were cultivated. Therefore, the metal
fingerprint of potatoes could be appropriate chemical
information to develop authentication and fraud detection

Figure 2. HCA dendrogram of potato samples from Geo-Origin.set. G, Galician origin; N, non-Galician origin.

Figure 3. Coomans plot of the squared SIMCA distances for
geographical origin models developed. 1, Galician origin; 2, non-
Galician origin.

Table 4. Classification Abilities, Sensitivities, and Specificities for the SIMCA Models Developed for Geographical and Varietal
Origins

model and data file class recognition ability (%) prediction ability (%) sensitivity (%) specificity (%)

SIMCA model for geographical origin Galician 97.8 93.3 91.1 (41/45) 100 (45/45)
(Geo-Origin.set) non-Galician 100 100 93.3 (45/45) 91.1 (41/45)

SIMCA model for varietal origin Kennebec 100 100 88.9 (40/45) 100 (30/30)
(Variety.set) Liseta + Baraka 100 100 90.0 (27/30) 100 (45/45)
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procedures combined with pattern recognition techniques, but
always concerning the same variety.
Study of Varietal Origin. The Variety.set data file

containing metal profiles for potato samples of different varieties
(Kennebec, Liseta, and Baraka) cultivated in the same soil type
has been used to study if the metal profile information could be
useful in the construction of classification models according to
variety. In this case, the same chemometric tools of the previous
geographical study were utilized. Once PCA was carried out, the
study of eigenvalues reveals that three principal components are
enough for such data, accounting for the 76.50% of total variance
explained (Table 2). Examination of samples’ scores in the space
of two factors, presented in Figure 4, showed that varieties are in

different areas of the multidimensional space. However, despite
the fact that Kennebec samples form a clearly separate group,
Liseta and Baraka varieties presented a certain degree of
overlapping. This same conclusion has been confirmed by
HCA (see Figure 5), in which cluster A was composed of only
Kennebec samples, whereas the second cluster, B, was formed of
samples corresponding to Liseta and Baraka varieties. This
means that, in the same Galician soil, Kennebec potatoes have a
different mineral fingerprint from Liseta and Baraka, and, in
addition, the latter varieties share similar metal movement

capabilities, which differ from that of Kennebec. In the previous
study of the Geo-Origin.set, the first two principal components
were associated with soil characteristics, agricultural fertilization
practices, and anthropogenic influence, respectively. However, in
this data set, from the study of loadings of the first principal
components it can be concluded that a clear relationship between
each component and (only one) a unique factor influencing
metal content does not exist. The three first principal
components are all mixed factors influenced by soil, agricultural
practices, variety, etc.
Taking into account the data set structure revealed by display

techniques and bearing in mind that Kennebec is the only variety
authorized by PGI “Pataca de Galicia”, the SIMCA supervised
pattern recognition procedure was employed to establish a
model for this variety compared to the other two varieties. For
this objective and only with modelization purposes, in the
Variety.set data the following varietal arrangement was
considered: Kennebec was class 1, and Liseta plus Baraka was
class 2. SIMCA was developed under the same conditions as
given under Study of Geographical Origin, and the results
obtained are summarized in Table 4. Models for Kennebec
variety and Liseta and Baraka varieties achieved good
classification and prediction rates, confirming that metal content
constitutes useful information for varietal classification. Exami-
nation of sensitivities showed that there is a certain possibility in
the range of 10−11% of false negatives in both models; however,
the 100% specificity of the Kennebec model allows the detection
of unauthorized foreign varieties (see the Coomans plot for
varietal models in Figure 6).
It was demonstrated that the metal profile of potato samples

with Galician PGI combined with display and supervised pattern
recognition chemometric procedures constitutes an appropriate
approach to develop classification systems for geographical
origin authentication because the metal fingerprint reflects the
soil in which the samples are cultivated. On the other hand, it was
also proven that different varieties produced in the same soil type
produced different metal profiles due to the different metal
movement capability from soil to tuber of the diverse varieties.
Among other size and quality requirements, the PGI regulations
establish that the potatoes labeled under this quality denomina-
tion should be of the only authorized variety Kennebec and that
theymust be produced in geographic areas of Galicia. Hence, two
SIMCA classification models were developed to classify (i)
Kennebec potato samples of Galician geographical origin against

Figure 4. Score plot of the potato samples from Variety.set in the space
of the two first principal components (66.61% variance explained).

Figure 5. HCA dendrogram of potato samples from Variety.set. K, Kennebec; L, Liseta; B, Baraka.
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Kennebec samples from other Spanish sources and (ii) Galician
Kennebec samples against other varieties such as Liseta and
Baraka cultivated in geographic Galician authorized areas. The
high specificity of the models developed (100%) detected frauds
produced by the inappropriate employment and commercializa-
tion of foreign and non-Kennebec samples. In contrast, these
models have a moderate risk (≈10%) to produce false negative,
rejecting as false genuine Galician Kennebec samples.
As a final conclusion of this work, it can be indicated that in this

classification study of three potato genotypes (Kennebec, Liseta,
and Baraka) from Galician and non-Galician origins, an
absolutely reliable knowledge of both origin and variety of the
samples is necessary because both factors influence the metal
content profile employed as chemical data for classification. For
this case, the differentiation of geographical origin should be
taken into account together with the varietal data. Otherwise,
classifications obtained on the basis of the geographical origin
(by influence of soil and climate) could be due to the different
variety or vice versa.
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